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NEVER MAKE ANOTHER HOUSING PAYMENT AGAIN!
You Read That Right! And You Can Do it in as Little as 30 Days!
Matthew & Fiona Peters train people in their proven system on how to pay
nothing for their housing and eliminate debt for the rest of their lives, all while
working less and living life on their own terms.
“Fiona and I were in almost $40,000 in past-due collections. We were on the fast
track towards bankruptcy when we stumbled upon a secret. No one ever told us
that paying for our home was optional. After several months, we were 100%
debt-free, taking extended vacations in South America, Hawaii and Europe and
buying up real assets of our own. Once we streamlined our system, we knew we
had to share our discovery with the rest of the world. Don’t Own, Don’t Rent,
Live Well…
* Walks you through the simple steps to acquiring a free home in as little as 30
days
* Teaches you a totally legal method to earning a “Tax-FREE” income
* Guides you through a lightning-paced step-by-step plan to live debt free forever
* Shows you how to instantly boost your personal spending power by 30%-50%
* Lays out a simple recession-proof skill which gives you mobility & security to
live life on your own terms.
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Editorial Review

Review

“There are two basic ways to achieve financial freedom: increase our income or decrease our expenses. A lot
of books try to show us how to make more money but "Don’t Own, Don’t Rent, Live Well" provides us with
an innovative strategy for eliminating our biggest monthly expense. We all need a place to stay. What if we
could stay for free?” -- David Rendall, Speaker, Trainer and Author of "The Freak Factor: Discovering
Uniqueness by Flaunting Weakness"

“Why buy a house and be enslaved to debt, when you can live debt-free and save money?  This is a brilliant
concept that is realistic and doable!” -- Elizabeth McMillion, Stay-At-Home Mom & Small Business Owner

“Shared with quirky wit, the tale of Matthew and Fiona’s journey into, around, and out from under a
Mountain of Debt. Here is a credible escape route with techniques YOU can use to conquer debt and live
your life well.” -- Art Noll, Ocean Kayak Guide / Vagabond

“Matthew and Fiona have led the way by example in resetting their thinking and redesigning a purposeful
and fulfilling lifestyle. Their liberating insight came by fluke causing them to find the formulas and
systematize every procedure for easy replication at any property, by anyone. They also had the genius to
redefine the terms of their roles in a way that commands respect and delivers more value for everyone
involved. Debt-free and living life on your own terms--who wouldn’t want that?” -- Donna Kim Brand,
GlobaLearningNetwork.com

“A fluid, compelling narrative about a fun, mobile, and comfortable lifestyle that affords readers the
opportunity to pursue their passions. The Community Executive may well become the iconic profession for
the 21st century.” -- Eric G. Olive, EgoWebInteractive.com

“As a now retired financial planner, I sure wish I had known this stuff.  I could’ve helped my clients so much
more.” --Jim Richardson, Executive Producer of the Power of 10 Event

“Simply Profound! What they teach brings Freedom back to the American Dream.  I could easily see this
trigger a revolution in the real estate and financial world!”  --Keith Gilmore, Marketing Consultant, Husband
and Father of Two

“It was always engrained in me that if you didn't own a home, you would always be "poor" and never own
anything. I couldn't have been more wrong. With a little discipline, not owning can actually give you more
money in your pocket, leave you with less responsibility and a lot less headache.” -- Troy B., Entrepreneur

“Finally, a practical way to break away from the rat race that doesn't involve the financial risks of starting a
business. "Don’t Own, Don’t Rent, Live Well" motivated my wife and me to break away from the standard
housing dilemma and pursue our dreams of travel and homeschooling our daughter.” --Dave Gennrich,
Mechanical Engineer

“Many people dream of living in exotic, far-away places, yet get discouraged or give up on the dream



because of the challenges of finding a home and a job. The Peters bridge the gap from dream to reality with
their creative and innovative solution to financing the life one chooses.  "Don’t Own, Don’t Rent, Live Well"
guides people step-by-step, streamlining the process, and enjoying the financial freedom that such a life
brings. I highly recommend "Don’t Own, Don’t Rent, Live Well.” -- Cara B. Goodman, Entrepreneur &
“Recovering Attorney”

“Matthew and Fiona are on to something very powerful here. In "Don’t Own, Don’t Rent, Live Well" awaits
practical hope to those struggling financially by providing the tools that will empower them to take back
control and live life on their own terms!” -- Noel Wu, Principal of Emage Couture, www.EmageCouture.com

“To be honest, I was expecting yet another fluffy "go after your dreams" type book. And, while there is an
inspirational side, there is also a very practical "how-to" side from which anyone truly wanting to manage
their finances more wisely and live life a bit more "free" could benefit. The question is, how free do you
want to be?” -- John Pollard, Musician & Technology Evangelist

“I found the chapters informative, concise and entertaining. Weaving their personal journey into the
professional content makes for an easy read with well timed reliefs.” -- Itay T. Klaz, MD

“Matthew's unique system for creating a lifestyle of freedom and reduced stress is brilliant.  This is a must-
read for anyone who is looking to save money and not be tied down by bills.” -- Dustin Maher, America’s
Trainer to the Moms, www.DustinMaherFitness.com

“Don’t Own, Don’t Rent, Live Well" is intriguing, inspirational and accessible. They share the knowledge
and the tools necessary to powerfully and purposefully take our financial future in a new and achievable
direction towards prosperity.” -- Diane G. Peters, Lecturer & Entrepreneur
 
“Don’t Own, Don’t Rent, Live Well" represents a truly progressive approach; a new way of thinking and
living that may make reaching your family and financial goals (like debt-freedom) more practical and
achievable--especially in a down economy. Save yourself years of interest payments while freeing yourself
up to follow your passions. They teach from experience--even making it fun. I have known Matthew & Fiona
for almost 20 years and I'm always impressed by their character and integrity.” -- Rion Freeberg,
Entrepreneur & World Traveler - RionFreeberg.com

“I am pragmatist and an entrepreneur and I shy away from unproven ideas. These ideas are my favorite meal
because the recipes have been tried and proven.” -- Dr. Tom Collins

“An honest, no-nonsense guide to getting out from under the mountain of debt that most of America is
trapped under. Their personal and sincere stories are both entertaining and educational. They’ve been able to
simplify something that can seem so scary into something manageable.” -- Josh P., Actor & Commercial
Director

From the Back Cover
Discover the New Better-Than-FREE Home Lifestyle!

Buried under $40,000 in past-due collections and feeling trapped by their housing payment, Matthew &
Fiona found the secret to acquiring a "Better-Than-Free Home." This new lifestyle propelled them to
become DEBT-FREE, work less, travel more and live life on their own terms.

Since 1998, Matthew & Fiona have been perfecting their proven system and today they train people in a new



way of living well...

Find out how simple it is to acquire a free home in as little as 30 days●

Discover a totally legal method to earning a "Tax-FREE" income●

Follow a lightning-paced, step-by-step plan to live debt-free forever●

Boost your personal spending power by 30%-50%●

Learn a proven skill that gives you security to live in any economy●

"Simply Profound! Anyone can do this."--Keith Gilmore, Husband & Father of Two
"As a now retired financial planner, I sure wish I had known this stuff."--Jim Richardson, Executive
Producer of the Power of 10 Event
"Finally, a practical way to break away from the rat race that doesn't involve the financial risk."--
Dave Gennrich, Mechanical Engineer

About the Author

Matthew & Fiona Peters are speakers, trainers and co-founders of the Community Executive Academy.
Since 2001, they have developed & perfected “The Better Than Free Home lifestyle, which has given them
the ability to acquire real estate, live mortgage free, eliminate their debts, build their nest egg, work less, and
travel the world.
Matthew is a musician, award-winning videographer and principal of a multi-media company for the last 20
years. Fiona has owned and operated a property management company since 2001. They live in Madison, WI
with their two toddlers Aidian and Kaiya.

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Willette Bickel:

What do you think of book? It is just for students since they are still students or the idea for all people in the
world, what the best subject for that? Just you can be answered for that concern above. Every person has
several personality and hobby per other. Don't to be compelled someone or something that they don't want do
that. You must know how great and also important the book Don't Own, Don't Rent, Live Well: How to be
Debt Free, Build Your Nest Egg & Live Life on Your Own Terms. All type of book could you see on many
sources. You can look for the internet resources or other social media.

Jennifer Pittman:

What do you with regards to book? It is not important along? Or just adding material when you want
something to explain what yours problem? How about your spare time? Or are you busy particular person? If
you don't have spare time to complete others business, it is give you a sense of feeling bored faster. And you
have spare time? What did you do? Everybody has many questions above. They must answer that question
due to the fact just their can do that. It said that about book. Book is familiar in each person. Yes, it is
suitable. Because start from on pre-school until university need this kind of Don't Own, Don't Rent, Live
Well: How to be Debt Free, Build Your Nest Egg & Live Life on Your Own Terms to read.



Vincent Humphreys:

This Don't Own, Don't Rent, Live Well: How to be Debt Free, Build Your Nest Egg & Live Life on Your
Own Terms is great guide for you because the content which can be full of information for you who else
always deal with world and get to make decision every minute. This specific book reveal it details accurately
using great organize word or we can state no rambling sentences within it. So if you are read the item
hurriedly you can have whole info in it. Doesn't mean it only provides straight forward sentences but tricky
core information with attractive delivering sentences. Having Don't Own, Don't Rent, Live Well: How to be
Debt Free, Build Your Nest Egg & Live Life on Your Own Terms in your hand like having the world in your
arm, details in it is not ridiculous one particular. We can say that no reserve that offer you world within ten
or fifteen moment right but this e-book already do that. So , it is good reading book. Hey Mr. and Mrs.
stressful do you still doubt in which?

Nancy Chinn:

A lot of e-book has printed but it differs. You can get it by net on social media. You can choose the most
effective book for you, science, comedy, novel, or whatever through searching from it. It is called of book
Don't Own, Don't Rent, Live Well: How to be Debt Free, Build Your Nest Egg & Live Life on Your Own
Terms. Contain your knowledge by it. Without causing the printed book, it may add your knowledge and
make you happier to read. It is most critical that, you must aware about book. It can bring you from one
location to other place.
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